1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Renewable energy is the endless source of energy without depleting earth\'s resources. The costs of renewable energy sources are high compared to fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas. But in spite of many failures in the renewables sector and occasional acceptance, we will see it grow in the coming decades due to technological advances ([@bib15]; [@bib31]).

It is virtually impossible to adopt appropriate policies for the use of renewable energies, regardless of the obstacles to the development of these types of energy, because of the production of distributed renewable energy in areas away from the global power transmission grid ([@bib4]; [@bib38]). Another problem is the lack of continuous energy production within 24 h a day, which can be solved using several hybrid energy sources. For example, combining geothermal and solar energy takes advantage of both technologies. Because solar energy is inherently alternative, while geothermal energy can provide the base power. There are various methods for hybridizing solar and geothermal technologies, and the efficiency of some methods depends on factors such as location, relative quality of geothermal and solar resources. Most previous research has focused on retrofitting geothermal power plants. Typically decreasing the temperature, pressure, or mass velocity of the fluid stream over time is resulted in a decrease in geothermal power generation and equipment efficiency ([@bib25]).

[@bib13] investigated theoretical advances to optimize the use of solar air conditioning by distributing vacuum tubes to several solar collectors in residential units. [@bib18] simulated the organic rankine cycle (ORC) in order to generate electricity and hot water with the simultaneous stimulation of geothermal and solar energy, and evaluated from an energy, exergy and exergo-economic standpoint. In this configuration, 90°C geothermal fluid was used for pre-heating and 150°C solar fluid was used for super heating the organic fluid. The heat exchanger in the condenser was also used to produce hot water. The simulation results showed that at the base state, the efficiency of energy and exergy were 0.566 and 0.156, respectively. Solar collectors, evaporators and organic cycle condensers have the highest initial cost and exergy destruction from an exergo-economic perspective. The results of parametric analysis indicated that evaporator temperature had a positive effect on cycle performance and increased electrical efficiency and reduced irreversibility. And increasing the pinch temperature has a negative effect on system performance. From an economic point of view, the increase in evaporator temperature and pinch temperature resulted in a lower overall cost rate. Also, the change in solar flux improved the performance of the system from exergo-economic point of view and resulted in increased energy and exergy efficiency. [@bib41] reviewed the recent research on ground heat exchangers used in buildings. In order to better use of ground heat exchangers, several technologies are combined with it, including cooling towers and solar thermal collectors. [@bib23] investigated the hybrid ground source-photovoltaic heat pump (GSHP-PVT) and ground source heat pumps (GSHP) to be applied in fuzzy logic control strategy. For the GSHP, advanced fuzzy logic control was resulted in initial energy saving of approximately 9.5% during the heating period, of 18.3% in the cooling period, and of 12% within a year compared to the on-off control strategy. [@bib36] studied on multipurpose geothermal systems for large residential and commercial buildings. Their system consisted of five output products namely industry cooling, air heating for residential applications, hot water for drying household food, and electricity. Total energy and exergy efficiency were 69.6% and 42.8%, respectively. Other studies in the field of hybrid geothermal-solar can be found in ([@bib16]; [@bib17]; [@bib30]; [@bib8]; [@bib22]; [@bib19]; [@bib9]; and [@bib37]; [@bib23]; [@bib24]; [@bib5]).

Even though the important studies developed in the analysis of ORC systems using the geothermal-solar hybrid resource as a thermal source, the identification of improvement opportunities have been evaluated independently, without integrating the exergy, economic, and environmental criteria. Therefore, no systemic approach involving exergy, economic and environmental criteria has been developed that seeks to optimize the operating and design parameters of each of the process subsystems. Thus, the main objective and scientific contribution of this study is to develop an exergy, economic and environmental evaluation through performance indicators of an ORC system that uses the solar resource integrated to the geothermal as a thermal source. A system with optimal design is proposed based on economic, environmental and thermodynamic criteria, then the standalone geothermal cycle (first mode) is studied, as well as a hybrid Geothermal-Solar cycle (second mode) to supply the thermal energy required both for heating and cooling a building, with the aim of obtaining a cleaner production of energy with lower environmental impacts.

The concept of emergy is an acceptable alternative for the word of conventional monetary index and the assessment of the environmental impact. In other word, the types of energy and resources needed can be considered as emergy or "energy memory" to create a specific product or service ([@bib1]; [@bib34]). The basic hypothesis of this concept is that life on Earth is created by sustainable solar energy. It is worth noting that any flow of energy, matter and even money can be expressed using the emergy concept, for example the solar equivalent joule (sej) of available energy. The monetary and environmental costs of a given energy flow can be combined using this concept ([@bib11]; [@bib32]). Emergy analysis is a widespread method for considering the energy efficiency and sustainability of complex systems using quantifying the direct and indirect contribution of nature to human-made systems ([@bib14]; [@bib35]). [@bib33] evaluated the environmental sustainability of a new wastewater treatment plant in China based on emergy concept. The results illustrated that the emergy of the construction processes (approximately 92.6) was much more important than the emergy of the treatment process. Also, renewable energy sources are the main factor for the analysis of emergy, and revenue obtained (7%).

The researchers merged the concept of emergy with conventional economic and environmental ecosystem analysis and improved the results by converting the input values into the emergy unit. [@bib1] and [@bib7] studied on CHP system using emergy concept and compared the results with conventional exergo environmental and exergo economic analysis.

In this paper, to better understand energy conversion systems from a thermodynamic, economic and environmental point of view, economic and environmental exergy analysis was performed based on emergy concept. After presenting the theoretical concepts, the ORC Geothermal-Solar system is considered as an example. This example explains how emergy-exergy-economic-environmental analysis allows us to investigate energy conversion systems. It is anticipated that energy conversion systems will be better understood using developed methods based on environmental, economic and thermodynamic factors.

2. Material and methods {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Thermodynamic modeling {#sec2.1}
---------------------------

The first step for thermodynamic analysis of the system is to calculate the unknown temperature, pressure, and enthalpy of each state of the system. Although this analysis can\'t define all aspects of the system, but it is a critical task since subsequent analysis is based on thermodynamic modeling. Therefore, in the first step, thermodynamic modeling was performed by thermo-flow software. Then, the first law of thermodynamics was analyzed using MATLAB software. The balance of mass ([Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and energy (Eq.[(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is one of the fundamental equations of the first law analysis.$$\sum{\overset{˙}{\text{m}}}_{\text{in}} - \sum{\overset{˙}{\text{m}}}_{\text{out}} = 0$$$$\sum{\overset{˙}{\text{E}}}_{\text{in}} - \sum{\overset{˙}{\text{E}}}_{\text{out}} = 0$$

2.2. Exergy analysis {#sec2.2}
--------------------

To calculate the exergy rate of material flows, the specific exergy flow rate must be multiplied by their mass flow rate ([Eq. (3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$${\overset{˙}{E}}_{k} = {\overset{˙}{m}}_{k} \cdot e_{k}$$

The calculation of fuel and flow of production for each component is one of the most important concepts of exergy analysis. In fact, for continuing the operation, each component needs a drive which is defined as the fuel flow of the equipment. After calculating the fuel, other outputs of exergy analysis namely exergy efficiency ($\psi_{k}$) and exergy destruction (${\overset{˙}{E}}_{D,k}$) of each component can be obtained through Eqs. [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$${\overset{˙}{E}}_{D,k} = {\overset{˙}{E}}_{F,k} - {\overset{˙}{E}}_{P,k}$$$$\psi_{k} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{E}}_{P,k}}{{\overset{˙}{E}}_{F,k}}$$where ${\overset{˙}{E}}_{D,k}$ is exergy destruction of each component, and the ${\overset{˙}{E}}_{P,k}$ and ${\overset{˙}{E}}_{F,k}$ are the exergy rate of product and fuel of each component, respectively.

2.3. Exergo-economic analysis {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------

Since economic issues are an integral component of engineering analysis, they are integrated into thermodynamic calculations which are called exergo-economic analysis ([@bib2]). The purchasing equipment cost (PEC) is calculated by equations given in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}Table 1Purchase equipment cost of the equipment (\$).Table 1ComponentsEquationsHeat exchanger ([@bib22])$6570 \cdot \left( \frac{\overset{˙}{\text{Q}}}{\Delta T} \right)^{0.8} + 21276 \cdot {\overset{˙}{\text{m}}}_{\text{w}} + 1184.4 \cdot {\overset{˙}{\text{m}}}_{\text{fg}}^{1.2}$Steam Turbine ([@bib20])$\frac{\eta_{ST}}{0.85} \cdot 10^{2.62 + 1.4 \cdot \text{log}_{10}{({\overset{˙}{\text{W}}}_{\text{ST}})} - 0.17 \cdot {\lbrack{\text{log}_{10}{({\overset{˙}{\text{W}}}_{\text{ST}})}}\rbrack}^{2}}$Condenser$1773 \cdot {\overset{˙}{\text{m}}}_{\text{steam}}$Pump$3540 \cdot \left( {\overset{˙}{\text{W}}}_{\text{pump}} \right)^{0.71}$Collector$235 \cdot \text{A}_{\text{SF}}$

[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} gives the equations for the exergo-economic analysis.Table 2Related equations for the exergo economic analysis.Table 2DescriptionEquationNumber of Eq.The equipment cost rate ([@bib12]).${\overset{˙}{Z}}_{k} = \frac{\Phi_{k} \cdot PEC_{k} \cdot CRF}{3600 \cdot N}$\[6\]The Capital Recovery Factor ([@bib12]).$CRF = \frac{i \cdot \left( 1 + i \right)^{n}}{\left( 1 + i \right)^{n} - 1}$\[7\]The cost rate of the streams ([@bib6]).${\overset{˙}{C}}_{i} = c_{i} \cdot {\overset{˙}{E}}_{i}$\[8\]The exergo-economic balance for each component ([@bib6]; [@bib39]).${\overset{˙}{C}}_{P,k} = {\overset{˙}{C}}_{F,k} - {\overset{˙}{C}}_{L,k} + {\overset{˙}{Z}}_{k}$\[9\]The cost rate of exergy destruction of the equipment ([@bib6]).${\overset{˙}{C}}_{D,k} = c_{F,k} \cdot {\overset{˙}{E}}_{D,k}$\[10\]The exergo-economic factor ([@bib6]).$f_{K} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{Z}}_{k}}{{\overset{˙}{Z}}_{k} + c_{f,k} \cdot {\overset{˙}{E}}_{D,k}}$\[11\]The relative difference of equipment cost ([@bib6]).$r_{K} = \frac{c_{P,k} - c_{F,k}}{c_{F,k}} = \frac{1 - \psi_{k}}{\psi_{k}}\  + \frac{{\overset{˙}{Z}}_{k}}{c_{f,k} \cdot {\overset{˙}{E}}_{P,k}}$\[12\]

The equipment cost rate can be determined by Eq. (6). where $\Phi_{k}$ is a coefficient of maintenance that determines how the maintenance costs will affect the overall cost of the equipment and can be considered 1.06. N is the life of power plant (in year) which is considered 25 years, and the Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) can be estimated by Eq. (7).

The economic exergy balance must be written for each component through Eqs. (8) and (9) to calculate the cost values for each exergy unit for all flows.where, ${\overset{˙}{C}}_{P}$ is the equipment cost rate, ${\overset{˙}{C}}_{F}$ is the cost rate of fuel flow and ${\overset{˙}{Z}}_{k}$ is the cost rate dependent on the capital cost rate and maintenance cost of each component.

2.4. Exergo-environmental analysis {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------

Power production systems have significant impacts on the environment, so analyzing these systems to reduce losses in an environmentally friendly manner seems to be essential. See [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} for equations of the exergo-environmental analysis.Table 3Related equations for the Exergo-environmental Analysis.Table 3DescriptionEquationNumber of Eq.The relationship between environmental impact and exergy of each stream ([@bib9]).${\overset{˙}{B}}_{i} = b_{i} \cdot {\overset{˙}{E}}_{i}$(13)The exergo-environmental balances for the equipment ([@bib9]).$\sum{\overset{˙}{B}}_{in,k} - \sum{\overset{˙}{B}}_{out,k} + {\overset{˙}{Y}}_{k} = 0$(14)The environmental impact of equipment ([@bib9]).${\overset{˙}{Y}}_{k} = \frac{Y_{k}}{3600 \cdot t \cdot n}$(15)The environmental impact of the fuel streams of equipment per exergy unit, pts/kJ ([@bib10]).$b_{F,k} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{B}}_{F,k}}{{\overset{˙}{E}}_{F,k}}$(16)The environmental impact of the product streams of equipment per exergy unit,pts/kJ ([@bib10]).$b_{P,k} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{B}}_{P,k}}{{\overset{˙}{E}}_{P,k}}$(17)The environmental impact rate of exergy destruction of equipment ([@bib37]).${\overset{˙}{B}}_{D,k} = b_{F,k} \cdot {\overset{˙}{E}}_{D,k}$(18)The exergo-environmental factor ([@bib37]).$fb_{K} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{Y}}_{k}}{{\overset{˙}{Y}}_{k} + b_{f,k} \cdot {\overset{˙}{E}}_{D,k}}$(19)

2.5. Emergy concept {#sec2.5}
-------------------

For the proposed cycle analysis, all input variables must be converted to equivalent "solar emergy jules" (SEJs). These conversions can be done by multiplying the input variable by the corresponding unit energy value (UEV) or the conversion factor the emergy used to generate a given amount of energy, mass, etc ([@bib29]). Conversion coefficient values usually appear in the amount of energy-based emergy.

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} schematically represents the power generation cycles and system input/output flows of system. Inputs are divided into four categories: resources of renewable purchased (RP) and non-renewable purchased (NP), resources of free renewables (R1) and free non-renewable (NR). The sum of the input energies (Y) is called efficiency and can be calculated by [Eq. (21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\text{Y~} = \text{~RP~} + \text{NP~} + \text{R1} + \text{NR}$$Figure 1Boundary of the system.Figure 1

EYR indicates the cycle\'s ability to exploit local resources. The more EYR means that more emergy will be returned to the system.$$EYR = \ \frac{Y}{RP + NP}$$

The ratio of environmental energy (ELR) is the ratio between non-renewable and renewable resources used in the system and can be calculated from the [Eq. (23)](#fd23){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$ELR = \frac{NR + NP}{R1 + RP}$$

The energy sustainability index (ESI) is the ratio of energy efficiency and environmental loading. This parameter can measure environmental sustainability, local environmental impacts and social benefits ([@bib28]). A system with an ESI greater than 5 is called a stable system, and if this index is lower than 1, it is not a stable system.$$ESI = \frac{EYR}{ELR}$$

Finally, the conversion coefficient of the system is defined to determine the amount of emergy used to generate the required power ([@bib29]).$$Transformity = \frac{Y}{W_{net}}$$

2.6. Emergo-economic analysis {#sec2.6}
-----------------------------

The principles of emergo-economic analysis is similar to conventional exergo-economic analysis. The monetary values of emergy for all exergy flows are evaluated using specific exergy costing (SPECO) method. See [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} for the exergo-environmental analysis.Table 4Related equations for the Exergo-environmental Analysis.Table 4DescriptionEquationNumber of Eq.The monetary emergy rate for all exergy flows ([@bib29]).$\overset{˙}{M_{i}} = m_{i}{\overset{˙}{E}}_{i}$(26)The monetary-based emergy rate of product ([@bib1]).${\overset{˙}{M}}_{P.K} = {\overset{˙}{M}}_{F.K} + {\overset{˙}{U}}_{K}$(27)The monetary emergy rate of component k ([@bib1]).${\overset{˙}{U}}_{K} = {\overset{˙}{U}}_{K}^{CI} + \ {\overset{˙}{U}}_{K}^{OM}$(28)The specific monetary value of the product of the equipment ([@bib29]).$m_{p.k} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{M}}_{P.K}}{{\overset{˙}{E}}_{P.K}}$(29)The specific monetary value of the fuel ([@bib1]).$m_{F.k} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{M}}_{F.K}}{{\overset{˙}{E}}_{F.K}}$(30)The destruction rate of monetary emergy ([@bib29]).${\overset{˙}{M}}_{D.K} = m_{F.k}{\overset{˙}{\text{E}}}_{\text{D}.\text{K}}$(31)Total rate of emergy of component ([@bib1]).${\overset{˙}{M}}_{TOT.K} = {\overset{˙}{U}}_{K} + {\overset{˙}{M}}_{D.K}$(32)The factor of emergo-economic of each component ([@bib1]).$f_{m.k} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{U}}_{k}}{{\overset{˙}{U}}_{k} + {\overset{˙}{M}}_{D.K}} \times 100 = \frac{{\overset{˙}{U}}_{k}}{{\overset{˙}{M}}_{TOT.K}} \times 100$(33)The monetary energy difference ratio of the equipment ([@bib29]).$r_{m.k} = \frac{M_{P.k} - M_{F.k}}{M_{F.k}}$(34)

2.7. Emergo-environmental analysis {#sec2.7}
----------------------------------

The EMergo-environmenal analysis is performed by applying the ecological emergy values to exergy flows. The equations for the emerge-environmental analysis are given in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Related equations for the Emergo environmental Analysis.Table 5DescriptionEquationNumber of Eq.The environmental emergy rate ([@bib1]).$\overset{˙}{N_{i}} = {\overset{˙}{n}}_{i}{\overset{˙}{E}}_{i}$(35)The environmental emergy balance of each component ([@bib29]).${\overset{˙}{N}}_{P.K} = {\overset{˙}{N}}_{F.K} + {\overset{˙}{V}}_{K}$(36)${\overset{˙}{V}}_{k} = {\overset{˙}{V}}_{k}^{CO} + \ {\overset{˙}{V}}_{k}^{OM} + {\overset{˙}{V}}_{k}^{DI}$(37)The specific emergy of product in the environmental analysis ([@bib1]).$n_{p.k} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{N}}_{P.K}}{{\overset{˙}{E}}_{P.K}}$(38)The specific emergy of fuel in the environmental analysis ([@bib29]).$n_{F.k} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{N}}_{F.K}}{{\overset{˙}{E}}_{F.K}}$(39)The destruction rate of environmental emergy ([@bib1]).${\overset{˙}{N}}_{D.K} = {\overset{˙}{\text{n}}}_{\text{F}.\text{K}}{\overset{˙}{\text{E}}}_{\text{D}.\text{K}}$(40)Total emergy rate of a component in the environmental analysis ([@bib29]).${\overset{˙}{N}}_{TOT.K} = {\overset{˙}{V}}_{K} + {\overset{˙}{N}}_{D.K}$(41)The Emergo environmental factor for each component ([@bib1]).$f_{m.k} = \frac{{\overset{˙}{V}}_{k}}{{\overset{˙}{V}}_{k} + {\overset{˙}{N}}_{D.K}} \times 100 = \frac{{\overset{˙}{V}}_{k}}{{\overset{˙}{N}}_{TOT.K}} \times 100$(42)

2.8. Project approach {#sec2.8}
---------------------

At present study, a new Geothermal-Solar hybrid power plant has been proposed to generate electrical power, in order to integrate the Solar-Steam Rankin cycle with the geothermal section and the organic Rankine cycle ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Integration of Solar-Steam Rankin cycle with Geothermal and Organic Rankine Sections.Figure 2

### 2.8.1. Geothermal source {#sec2.8.1}

The temperature and pressure of the boiler and the geothermal source is assumed to be 150 °C and 10 bar, respectively. This thermal source is coupled by a downstream heat exchanger. In order to minimize geothermal source cooling and reduce problems such as the formation of silica, it is assumed that the salt is released in minimum temperature of 70 °C. The flow rate is equal to the flow in the well and spring ([@bib16]).

### 2.8.2. Downstream cycle {#sec2.8.2}

A review of the fluids normally used for this application has been carried out with priority given to the criteria mentioned above. Therefore, R134a has been selected as the Rankine\'s organic cycling fluid. This fluid receives the geothermal heat factor by a heat exchanger and reaches an approximate temperature of 150 °C. An improver is used at the turbine output to increase the efficiency of the downstream cycle ([@bib6]; [@bib40]).

### 2.8.3. The solar section in upstream cycles {#sec2.8.3}

In the supposed hybrid power plant, the linear parabolic collectors with the lubricant oil (Therminol vp1) have been used as the heat transfer fluid interface. The solar part of the storage enclosure has no thermal energy and the exhaust temperature of the particle collectors used is 395 °C. In order to circulate the flow of fluid with controlled discharge, a pump is used to allow the fluid to reach the desired outlet temperature at the collector output. On the other hand, a series of heat exchangers have been used to transfer the direct heat of solar energy to the steam\'s Rankine cycle. In this study, solar power is considered to be 1.25, which means that the maximum output of the solar sector generates 25% more thermal energy than the required amount of cycle time required.

### 2.8.4. Rankine steam cycle in upstream cycles {#sec2.8.4}

As mentioned earlier, heat exchangers are used in three ways: economic optimizers, evaporators and superconductors to directly transfer solar heat to part of the Rankine cycle. The operating fluid (water) enters the turbine after heat absorption and eventually pumps after the heat transfer to the converter and the heat loss in the condenser. The equipment used in this cycle is high pressure equipment. The super heater steam enters the turbine at a constant temperature of 390°^C^ and exits from turbine at 170°^C^ ([@bib6]).

### 2.8.5. Thermal coupling for upstream and downstream cycles {#sec2.8.5}

In order to create heat and thermal coupling of the downstream and upstream cycles, the geothermal power plant is used as the heat transfer fluid interface. For reheating, the low-temperature rapid-flow fluid stream of the geothermal cycle is directed to the upstream condenser and, using a return cycle, the mixture is mixed with pure salt. This will only source the solar thermal cycle if the downstream cycle energy source is geothermal energy and the thermal energy delivered by the upstream cycle condenser is delivered. The pump and flow controller are used to adjust the water temperature of the solar cycle outlet from the condenser at a temperature of 150 °C ([@bib6]).

2.9. Modes of simulation {#sec2.9}
------------------------

From a mass flow rate perspective of the geothermal, two mods are considered as below:

### 2.9.1. Standalone geothermal mode {#sec2.9.1}

In this case, the solar field is considered economical and only the downstream cycle is considered as the power generation sector. The boiler water is 100 kg/s, and the temperature and pressure of the source of the boiler are 150 °C and 10 bar ([@bib16]).

### 2.9.2. Hybrid geothermal-solar mode {#sec2.9.2}

In this case, the geothermal sector is capable of producing a mass flow of 100 kg/s. This solar module is designed to provide a flow rate of 100 kg/s for 12 h a day. For a solar sector (during the day), the mass flow rate at node 8 is constant at 100 kg/s, but the heat source in the presence of solar sources is 0% sun and 100% geothermal at night.

### 2.9.3. Simulation by software {#sec2.9.3}

To simulate the cycles, Thermoflow software was used. The data required to simulate the organic part of the Rankine cycle has been considered in accordance with the referenced data. Given that the geothermal section has different divergences in all models and that the solar and steam sections are added to the organic Rankine cycle by the geothermal section, it was assumed that input data for the organic Rankin section is the same for all models. This data is summarized in [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}.Table 6Design parameters of simulation the case study.Table 6Design parametersValueThe mass flow of geothermal fluid (kg/s)100The pressure of the geothermal fluid (bar)10The temperature of the geothermal fluid (°C)150A minimum temperature of the geothermal returned fluid (°C)70The inlet temperature of theturbine (°C)145Ambient temperature (°C)15Recuperator efficiency (%)95Isentropic efficiency of the turbine (%)85Condensing temperature (°C)27

3. Result and discussion {#sec3}
========================

In order to evaluate more precisely, in both cases the proposed cycle, the design programming is performed in MATLAB software and its results are presented separately with the simulation results in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}. The results show that the main design parameters in both cases are very accurate and the calculation error for all of the first mode results parameters is below 5%. Also for validation, the results are compared with reference papers and are presented in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}. It should be noted that for accurate evaluation and optimization of the results, the performance of the condenser cooling fan is included in the coding to minimize the calculation error.Table 7Validation of the first and second mode of simulation and Computer code results.Table 7Main parametersfirst mode resultssecond mode resultsComputer codeSimulationError (%)Computer codeSimulationError (%)Flow rate of cooling water (kg/s)660.986620.15664.59676.21.72Flow rate of organic Rankine cycle (kg/s)151.58151.20.25153.90154.50.39Geothermal inlet heat (kW)32734327300.0133027336001.71Net power output of organic Rankine cycle (kW)472846511.66Net power output of topping cycle (kW)1194.81155.23.43Net power output (kW)4592.244124.085922.75734.93.27Energy efficiency (%)14.0313.484.08Energy efficiency of organic Rankine cycle (%)14.3213.843.45Energy efficiency of topping cycle (%)15.5315.013.46Steam cycle flowrate (kg/s)3.1713.1450.83Heat transfer fluid flowrate (kg/s)23.48123.50.08Table 8Validation of the first and second mode of simulation net output power.Table 8Main parameters of the first modeNet output power in computer code results (kW)Net output power in simulation results (kW)Other references result (kW)First mode4592.244124326.5Second mode5922.75734.95399.5

Depending on how the cycle operates, it can be mentioned that the plant consists of two sources of solar and geothermal energy. During the day both sources are involved in operating the plant simultaneously. During the night, both the solar and the Rankine cycle are eliminated and only the geothermal section is active.

The errors of the second mode results in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} are below 4 % and represent that the simulation is acceptable. The power output validation is presented in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}.

Considering two cases and considering the results, the simulation results are consistent with the pure power output of the power plant for a specified discharge. Stream information of first and second mode including mass flow, temperature, pressure, enthalpy and exergy rate are given in [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}. Flow data for a particular case of upstream and downstream couplings or the second mode (simulated to minimize the production of steam from the geothermal section) is shown in [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}. In this case, the output flow from the upstream condenser can reach 100 kg per second.Table 9Flow information of cycle simulations.Table 9StateFirst mode cycle simulationSecond mode cycle simulation$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{m}\ }\left( \frac{\mathbf{kg}}{\mathbf{s}} \right)$T (°C)P (bar)h (kJ/kg)${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{E}}}_{\mathbf{x}}\ $(kw)$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{m}}\left( \frac{\mathbf{kg}}{\mathbf{s}} \right)$T (°C)P (bar)h (kJ/kg)${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{E}}}_{\mathbf{x}}$(kw)1151.227.487.16-186.435344.7154.527.487.16-186.435426.52151.232.5256.2-179.085967.4154.532.5256.20-179.086058.83151.249.5655.7-154.706256.2154.552.4355.70-150.46373.74151.2144.453.3659.6713709154.5147.653.3664.93139195151.259.447.3120.996958.7154.563.7547.3125.286988.96151.234.527.16-3.686524.1154.534.5257.16-3.686543.5710015010-3.686524.18543.2810015010632.410355100151.3610638.110355910072.710305.102225.110072810302.122176.41082.507210302.201795.51117.572.0110.2302.12381.21217.5157.510664.71812.2133.145171.760.41729.60439.5143.145270.860.211188.91051153.145275.860.212784.63454163.1453906031544058.3173.1451707.922756.42679.11823.5258.11.54894.85613.81923.53951.41222.40106532023.5375.61.31172.59847.32123.5285.81.21188.96511.122662151.01463.030676.2151.01363.0302366224.980.9936104.80467.6676.224.980.9931104.80470.2

Exergy is an indicator for quantization of the stability of the process and involves quantitative and qualitative aspects of energy together.

Exergy illustrates the quality of the energy and matter flow that gives the useful part of energy. Energy conversion is always associated with the loss of energy quality.

The exergy destruction results for the first and second mode of simulation have been given in the [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. These results show that the ORC turbine with 1050 kW has the highest rate of the exergy destruction. This amount has a share of 38% of total exergy destruction. The ORC condenser has a share about 26% of the total exergy destruction.Figure 3Exergy destruction of the first and second mode components.Figure 3

In addition, [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the results of exergy destruction of each component in the Geothermal-Solar cycle. It has been indicated that the solar field has a share about 56% of the total exergy destruction of the cycle. The higher rate of exergy destruction can be observed in power plant implemented by solar. This is because of higher temperature difference between hot and cold streams ([@bib27]). Also, by reducing the inlet temperature of the hot fluid in shell and tube heat exchangers, the rate of exergy destruction can be decreased ([@bib26]). The ORC turbine has a share about 9% of the total exergy destruction in this case.

Economic exergy, a common branch of chemical and mechanical engineering, implies a unique integrated analysis of exergy and cost. Moreover, economic exergy is a very powerful tool for understanding the relation between economics and thermodynamics. [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"} gives the results of exergo-economic analysis of the geothermal cycle (the first mode).Table 10Exergo economic analysis results of the geothermal cycle (first mode).Table 10Component$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{E}}\mathbf{x}_{\mathbf{F}}$**(kW)**$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{E}}\mathbf{x}_{\mathbf{P}}$**(kW)**$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{Z}}$**(\$/s)**$\mathbf{c}_{\mathbf{f}}$**(\$/kJ)**$\mathbf{c}_{\mathbf{p}}$**(\$/kJ)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{C}}}_{\mathbf{F}}$**(\$/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{C}}}_{\mathbf{P}}$**(\$/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{C}}}_{\mathbf{D}}$**(\$/s)**rf (%)ORC Condenser\--8.06E-04\-\-\-\-\-\--ORC Evaporator8130.47452.93.11E-041.75E-061.95E-060.01420.01450.00120.114720.78ORC Pump831.2622.70.00134.69E-068.28E-060.00390.00529.78E-040.765156.24ORC Recuperator434.6288.82.76E-053.04E-064.67E-060.00130.00134.43E-040.53635.85ORC Turbine6750.557000.00623.04E-064.69E-060.02050.02670.00320.542066.00

The results of exergo economic analysis associated with the second mode of simulation determines that the maximum investment cost in the cycle is related to the ORC turbine. Also, the maximum cost of exergy destruction is associated with ORC turbine.

See [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} for additional information on the analysis of economic exergy, cost, and exergy and fuel and production costs. When the desired result is not achieved by conventional energy and exergy analysis, and economic analysis, this table provides useful information in designing and operating a cost-effective system. Defining the concepts of fuel and product is essential for economic exergy analysis.Table 11Exergo economic results of each component in the Geothermal-Solar cycle (second mode of simulation).Table 11Component$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{E}}\mathbf{x}_{\mathbf{F}}$**(kW)**$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{E}}\mathbf{x}_{\mathbf{P}}$**(kW)**$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{Z}}$**(\$/s)**$\mathbf{c}_{\mathbf{f}}$**(\$/kJ)**$\mathbf{c}_{\mathbf{p}}$**(\$/kJ)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{C}}}_{\mathbf{F}}$**(\$/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{C}}}_{\mathbf{P}}$**(\$/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{C}}}_{\mathbf{D}}$**(\$/s)**rf (%)Coupling Pump0.420.371.50E-062.43E-053.19E-051.03E-051.18E-051.28E-060.3153.38HTF Pump2.31.93.56E-052.43E-054.88E-055.62E-059.18E-051.04E-051.0077.38ORC Condenser\--8.19E-04\-\-\-\--ORC Evaporator8179.17545.45.14E-040.00E+006.81E-080.00E+005.14E-040.00E+00Inf100ORC Pump844632.30.00131.80E-064.41E-060.00150.00283.80E-041.4576.95ORC Recuperator445.4314.93.02E-055.99E-079.43E-072.67E-042.97E-047.81E-050.5727.85ORC Turbine6930.158500.00645.99E-071.80E-060.00410.01056.47E-042.0090.77Solar Field (Collector)114155038.82.41E-020.00E+004.78E-0600.02410.00E+00Inf100Steam Economizer899.2611.53.09E-044.80E-067.56E-060.00430.00461.40E-030.5718.32Steam Evaporator3336.22403.17.82E-044.80E-066.98E-060.0160.01684.50E-030.4514.88Steam Pump21.819.72.11E-052.43E-052.80E-055.30E-045.51E-045.16E-050.1529.02Steam Super heater805.3604.22.60E-044.80E-066.82E-060.00390.00419.64E-040.4221.26Steam Turbine1379.112570.00321.99E-052.43E-050.02740.03062.40E-030.2257.03Topping Condenser\--0.0013\-\-\-\-\-\--

The results of the exergo-economic analysis of the hybrid power plant showed that the solar power plant has the maximum investment cost. It also has the lowest cost of exergy destruction in the cycle. The maximum cost of exergy destruction is the evaporator. Exergo-economic results of each component in the Geothermal-Solar cycle (second mode) of simulation have been calculated as given in [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"}.

In this project, the environmental impacts of each flow are obtained in the first and second simulation modes using the Exergy method. The environmental results of first mode and second mode are presented in Tables [12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"} and [13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"}, respectively.Table 12Exergo-environmental calculations for standalone geothermal cycle.Table 12Component$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{Y}}$(pts/s)$\mathbf{b}_{\mathbf{F}}$(pts/kJ)$\mathbf{b}_{\mathbf{P}}$(pts/kJ)$\mathbf{B}_{\mathbf{F}}$(pts/s)$\mathbf{B}_{\mathbf{P}}$(pts/s)$\mathbf{B}_{\mathbf{D}}$(pts/s)$\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{b}}$$\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{b}}$(%)ORC Condenser6.25E-08\-\-\-\-\-\--ORC Evaporator4.77E-0606.40E-1004.77E-060Inf100ORC Pump2.61E-083.68E-094.96E-093.06E-063.09E-063.68E-070.34623.29ORC Recuperator1.75E-071.20E-092.41E-095.21E-076.96E-071.75E-071.00955.00E+01ORC Turbine1.29E-051.20E-093.68E-098.10E-062.10E-051.26E-062.069891.1Table 13Exergo-environmental calculations for hybrid Geothermal-Solarcycle (second mode of simulation).Table 13Component$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{Y}}$(pts/s)$\mathbf{b}_{\mathbf{F}}$(pts/kJ)$\mathbf{b}_{\mathbf{P}}$(pts/kJ)$\mathbf{B}_{\mathbf{F}}$(pts/s)$\mathbf{B}_{\mathbf{P}}$(pts/s)$\mathbf{B}_{\mathbf{D}}$(pts/s)$\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{b}}$$\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{b}}$(%)Coupling Pump7.54E-103.57E-084.28E-081.50E-081.58E-081.88E-092.01E-012.86E+01HTF Pump3.79E-093.57E-084.58E-088.23E-088.61E-081.52E-082.84E-011.99E+01ORC Condenser6.28E-08\-\-\-\-\-\--ORC Evaporator4.80E-0606.36E-100.00E+004.80E-060.00Inf1.00E+02ORC Pump2.64E-083.64E-094.90E-093.07E-063.10E-067.70E-073.46E-013.31ORC Recuperator1.83E-071.18E-092.24E-095.23E-077.07E-071.53E-079.10E-015.44E+01ORC Turbine1.31E-051.18E-093.64E-098.14E-062.13E-051.27E-062.10E+0091.19Solar Field (Collector)2.03E-0504.03E-090.00E+002.03E-050.00E+00Inf100Steam Economizer2.16E-074.04E-096.30E-093.64E-063.85E-061.16E-065.58E-0115.63Steam Evaporator2.48E-064.04E-096.65E-091.35E-051.60E-053.77E-066.43E-0139.65Steam Pump3.20E-083.57E-084.11E-087.77E-078.09E-077.57E-081.54E-012.97E+01Steam Super heater1.30E-054.04E-092.69E-083.26E-061.63E-058.13E-075.65E+0094.11Steam Turbine7.91E-062.68E-083.57E-083.69E-054.48E-053.27E-063.32E-0170.74Topping Condenser2.74E-08\-\-\-\-\-\--

According to the results presented in [Table 12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"}, the turbine was highest from the point of view of environmental impact on equipment and environmental impact of exergy destruction. After the turbine, the evaporator had the highest environmental impact but its exergy destruction was zero.

In hybrid cycle mode, the solar panel ranked the highest in terms of environmental impact of the equipment, but the environmental impact of its exergy degradation is zero because the environmental impacts of fuel flow of the solar panel is zero. The steam evaporator in the geothermal-solar cycle has the highest impact on environmental exergy degradation.

Results of Emergoeconomic analysis are summarized in [Table 14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"}. According to table, the ORC turbine has the highest total monetary emergy rate. This component has low monetary emergy, but the emergy destruction in this component is highest and thus the turbine has the highest total monetary emergy rate. Therefore, improving this component can improve the monetary performance of the cycle. The condenser was at second place in the total monetary emergy rate point of view.Table 14Emergo economic analysis results of the standalone geothermal cycle (first mode).Table 14component$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{U}}$**(sej/s)**$\mathbf{M}_{\mathbf{f}}$**(sej/kJ)**$\mathbf{M}_{\mathbf{p}}$**(sej/kJ)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{M}}}_{\mathbf{F}}$**(sej/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{M}}}_{\mathbf{P}}$**(sej/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{M}}}_{\mathbf{D}}$**(sej/s)**$\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{m}}$$\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{m}}$(%)ORC Condenser8.0563E+08\-\-\-\-\-\--ORC Evaporator3.1072E+081.7485E+061.9491E+061.4216E+101.4526E+101.1845E+080.114720.78ORC Pump1.2555E+094.6850E+068.2696E+063.8944E+095.1499E+109.7683E+080.765156.24ORC Recuperator2.7547E+073.0382E+064.6676E+061.3205E+091.3480E+094.4302E+080.53635.85ORC Turbine6.1952E+093.0382E+064.6850E+062.0509E+102.6705E+103.1915E+090.542066.00

[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the results of the exergo-economical and emergo-economic analysis of the equipment used in the standalone geothermal cycle (the first case) as well as the hybrid geothermal-solar cycle (the second state); each diagram showing the close similarity of the results. For example, in the standalone geothermal cycle, the ORC turbine had the highest value (6.02E-04 \$/s and 3.1915E+09 sej/s) and the ORC condenser had the lowest value for both exergo and emergo-economic analysis. Exergy destruction in turbine was due to heat generated by fluid impact on turbine blade, fluid friction passing through surface of blade, head loss of nozzle and frictional resistance by air. Also in the hybrid geothermal-solar cycle, the evaporator (4.50E-03\$/s and 4.4699E+09 sej/s) and turbine (2.40E-03 \$/s and 2.1920E+09 sej/s) had the highest value of exergo and emergo economic. Solar power plant was ranked the lowest. Increased pressure drop of refrigerant flow inside coil or evaporator pipes is the main cause of its exergy destruction and can adversely affect system performance. Solar power plants have only an initial cost; and because solar energy is freely available to the system, so its exergy and emergy destruction is very low.Figure 4Comparison between exergo and emergo economic analysis results (first and second mode).Figure 4

[Table 15](#tbl15){ref-type="table"} indicates that the solar power plant has the highest emergy destruction, whereas the coupling system (condenser, geothermal recuperator, and evaporator) has only a minor amount of exergy destruction. In the middle of the day, the monetary destruction of the coupling cycle is at its highest when the maximum monetary emergy occur in the upstream cycle condenser and the ORC cycle evaporator, respectively. At night, the destruction is only due to heat transfer in the binary cycle evaporator because the condenser does not work, and its destruction is minimal.Table 15Emergo economic results of each component in the Geothermal-Solar cycle (second mode of simulation).Table 15Component$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{U}}$**(sej/s)**$\mathbf{M}_{\mathbf{f}}$**(sej/kJ)**$\mathbf{M}_{\mathbf{p}}$**(sej/kJ)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{M}}}_{\mathbf{F}}$**(sej/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{M}}}_{\mathbf{P}}$**(sej/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{M}}}_{\mathbf{D}}$**(sej/s)**$\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{m}}$$\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{m}}$(%)Coupling Pump1.4997E+062.2250E+072.9502E+079.3771E+061.0877E+071.1743E+060.326056.08HTF Pump3.5546E+072.2250E+074.6195E+075.1367E+078.6913E+079.5054E+061.076278.90ORC Condenser8.1796E+08\-\-\-\-\-\--ORC Evaporator5.1369E+081.7485E+061.9634E+061.4301E+101.4814E+101.1080E+080.122931.68ORC Pump1.2691E + -094.6520E+068.2167E+063.9262E+095.1953E+099.8480E+080.766356.31ORC Recuperator3.0139E+073.0097E+064.3527E+061.3404E+091.3706E+093.9272E+080.44627.13ORC Turbine6.3565E+093.0097E+064.6520E+062.0858E+102.7214E+103.2509E+090.545766.16Solar Field (Collector)2.4059E+100.00E+004.7748E+0602.4059E+100.00E+00Inf100Steam Economizer3.0915E+084.7903E+067.5493E+064.3072E+094.6164E+091.3780E+090.576018.32Steam Evaporator7.8142E+084.7903E+066.9755E+061.5981E+101.6763E+104.4699E+090.456214.88Steam Pump2.1089E+072.2250E+072.5722E+074.8482E+085.0590E+084.7202E+070.156130.88Steam Super heater2.6014E+084.7903E+066.8148E+063.8576E+094.1177E+099.6314E+080.422621.27Steam Turbine3.2151E+091.7948E+072.2250E+072.4753E+102.7968E+102.1920E+090.239759.46Topping Condenser1.2904E+09\-\-\-\-\-\--

[Table 16](#tbl16){ref-type="table"} gives the results of the emerge-environmental analysis of standalone geothermal cycle. As can be seen, the turbine and ORC evaporator have the highest environmental destruction rate Therefore these components must be improved to increase the environmental performance of the cycle.Table 16Emergo environmental calculations for standalone geothermal cycle (first mode).Table 16Component$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{V}}$**(sej/s)**$\mathbf{N}_{\mathbf{f}}$**(sej/kJ)**$\mathbf{N}_{\mathbf{p}}$**(sej/kJ)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{N}}}_{\mathbf{F}}$**(sej/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{N}}}_{\mathbf{P}}$**(sej/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{N}}}_{\mathbf{D}}$**(sej/s)**$\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{n}}$$\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{n}}$(%)ORC Condenser8.4844E+06\-\-\-\-\-\--ORC Evaporator6.4780E+086.86E+097.5705E+065.5774E+105.6422E+104.6474E+080.103612.23ORC Pump5.7135E+051.1088E+071.4801E+079.2168E+099.2174E+092.3118E+090.33490.0247ORC Recuperator2.3728E+079.2533E+061.4007E+074.0217E+094.0454E+091.3493E+090.51381.73ORC Turbine7.3731E+089.2533E+061.1088E+076.2464E+106.3201E+109.7201E+090.19837.05

[Table 17](#tbl17){ref-type="table"} represents the results of the Emergo-environmental analysis of the hybrid geothermal-solar system. The highest environmental emergy rate is belonged to solar power plant is, but its environmental destruction rate is minimal because it does not consume fuel.Table 17Emergo environmental calculations for Geothermal-Solar cycle (second mode of simulation).Table 17Component$\overset{˙}{\mathbf{V}}$**(sej/s)**$\mathbf{N}_{\mathbf{f}}$**(sej/kJ)**$\mathbf{N}_{\mathbf{p}}$**(sej/kJ)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{N}}}_{\mathbf{F}}$**(sej/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{N}}}_{\mathbf{P}}$**(sej/s)**${\overset{˙}{\mathbf{N}}}_{\mathbf{D}}$**(sej/s)**$\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{n}}$$\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{n}}$(%)Coupling Pump1.6503E+046.0885E+067.0048E+062.5660E+062.5825E+063.2133E+050.15054.88HTF Pump8.3033E+046.0885E+067.5151E+061.4056E+071.4139E+072.6011E+060.23433.09ORC Condenser8.5303E+06\-\-\-\-\-\--ORC Evaporator6.5174E+086.86E+067.5225E+065.6108E+105.6760E+104.3470E+090.096613.04ORC Pump5.7736E+051.0851E+071.4485E+079.1579E+099.1585E+092.2971E+090.33490.0251ORC Recuperator2.4876E+079.0513 + 061.2881E+074.0311E+094.0559E+091.1810E+090.42312.06ORC Turbine7.5142E+089.0513 + 061.0851E+076.2727E+106.3478E+109.7766E+090.19887.14Solar Field (Collector)3.3250E+0916.5988E+051.1415E+043.3250E+096.3765E+036.5985E+05100Steam Economizer2.9260E+076.6244E+051.0219E+065.9564E+086.2490E+081.9056E+080.542713.31Steam Evaporator3.3650E+086.6244E+051.0597E+062.2100E+092.5465E+096.1814E+080.599735.25Steam Pump7.0048E+056.0885E+066.7808E+061.3267E+081.3337E+081.2916E+070.11375.14Steam Super heater7.4364E+086.6244E+052.1136E+065.3346E+081.2771E+091.3319E+082.190684.81Steam Turbine4.5226E+085.2213E+066.0885E+067.2009E+097.6532E+096.3769E+080.166141.49Topping Condenser3.7184E+06\-\-\-\-\-\--

In Tables [12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"}, [13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"}, [16](#tbl16){ref-type="table"}, and [17](#tbl17){ref-type="table"}, the results of the exergo and emergy environmental analysis of the equipment used in the standalone geothermal cycle (the first mode) and the hybrid geothermal-solar cycle (the second mode) imply qualitative similarity in the cycles.

The quantitative dissimilarity in these cycles is due to the specific emergo-environmental coefficient. For example, in the standalone geothermal cycle, ORC turbine had the highest value of exergo and emergo environmental analysis (1.26E-06 pts/s and 9.7201E+09sej/s, respectively) and the ORC condenser ranked the lowest. Also in the hybrid geothermal-solar cycle, the evaporator (3.77E-06 pts/s and 6.1814E+08sej/s) and turbine (3.27E-06 pts/s and 6.3769E+08sej/s) had the highest amount of exergy degradation. Solar power plant was ranked lowest. Thus, using emergy concept with the advantage of the same global unit of sej/s, we obtain results that are qualitatively proportional to the exergo-environmental of the cycle.

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

In this research, simulation was performed by MATLAB software. The main design parameters are very accurate in both cases (standalone geothermal cycle and hybrid Geothermal-Solar cycle) and the calculated error for all parameters was below 5%. The simulation results are consistent with the net power of the plant for a given output.

Power generation systems have significant impacts on the environment, so analysis of these systems is environmentally necessary. The results of exergy degradation for the standalone geothermal cycle (first case) showed that the ORC turbine has the highest exergy degradation rate. Then the condenser and the evaporator had the highest environmental impact respectively ([@bib6]). In hybrid geothermal-solar cycle (second mode), the solar panel and turbine were ranked first and second with 56% and 9% of the total share of exergy cycle degradation, respectively. The results of economic exergy analysis also showed that solar power plant has the maximum cost of investment.

The results of the emerge-economic and emerge-environmental analysis of standalone geothermal cycle indicate that ORC turbines and evaporators need to be modified to improve cycle performance. Due to the heat generated by the impact of the fluid on the turbine blade, the friction of the fluid passing through the surface of the ORC turbine blade is highest.

Also, in the hybrid solar geothermal cycle, the monetary and environmental rate of emergy was the highest. During midday, monetary destruction of the coupling cycle energy is at its highest when the maximum monetary energy occurs in the upstream cycle condenser and the ORC cycle evaporator. Increasing pressure drop of refrigerant flow inside coil or evaporator tubes was the main cause of its economic exergy destruction.

At night, the destruction is only due to heat transfer in the binary cycle evaporator because the upstream cycle condenser does not work. Solar power plants have only an initial cost; on the other hand, solar energy is freely available, thus exergy destruction is very low.

The obtained results are similar to the results obtained by [@bib29].
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